ULTRA-HIGH-OUTPUT FOREND WEAPONLIGHT FOR REMINGTON 870

1,000 LUMENS

1.25 HOURS

200 METERS
REFLECTOR

DESCRIPTION

SureFire shotgun forend weaponlight replaces your factory forend
— in this case on a Remington 870 — with a tough polymer forend
featuring a powerful integrated LED head and integral ergonomic
switching. The right side features a long momentary-on tape switch
and a system disable toggle switch; the left side features a constanton toggle switch. The 618LMG-B features a virtually indestructible
LED whose beam is focused by a Total Internal Reflection (TIR) lens
that creates a focused, farther-reaching beam that’s well-suited
for close- to medium-range engagements. This light features the
aforementioned system-disable rocker switch, which allows users to
deactivate the light for transport, storage, or additional light security.
FEATURES
¼ This integrated system replaces the original factory forend
for a Remington 870; features recoil-proof LEDs that generates
1000 lumens of blinding white light depending on the model
¼ Total Internal Reflection (TIR) lens creates intense, versatile
beam with enough reach for medium to longer-range applications
with significant surround light for peripheral vision
¼ Construction: Mil-Spec hard-anodized aerospace aluminum,
optically coated tempered window, O-ring and gasket seals
(bezel only)
¼ Tough, lightweight Nitrolon® polymer body
PART# / UPC

SPECIFICATIONS

618LMG-B
OUTPUT

1,000 lumens

RUNTIME

1.25 hours

PEAK BEAM INTENSITY

10,600 candela

DISTANCE

200 meters

CONSTRUCTION

Nitrolon® polymer/Aluminum

FINISH

Mil-Spec Hard Anodized

WEIGHT (w/batteries)

17.2 oz (487 g)

LENGTH

10.3 in (26 cm)

BEZEL DIAMETER

1.125 in (2.85 cm)

BATTERIES

Two 123A lithium (incl.)

SWITCHING

Pressure pad + constant-on rocker + disable rocker

618LMG-B

084871328128

All performance claims tested to ANSI/NEMA FL1-2009 Standard.
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PACKAGING SPECS

FEATURED ACCESSORIES

BATTERY TYPE

VOLTAGE

CAPACITY

ENERGY

123A*

3V

1,550 mAh

4.65 Wh 17 g

WEIGHT

LITHIUM CONTENT

0.465 g

*Specifications per battery

TYPE

Box - Kraft Stock

HEIGHT

2.75 in (6.98 cm)

WIDTH

10.44 in (26.5 cm)

DEPTH

4.63 in (11.76 cm)

H

W

D

123A LITHIUM BATTERIES

SC1 SPARE BATTERY CARRIER

Available in 2, 6, 12-packs and bulk options

Other appropriate models also available

BODY SPECS

10.3 in

1.125 in
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